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Jimmy Jam

Food Jam is a Cooperative Card Game, based on the Extra
Credits August 2019 Game Jam theme of “Passage” and
attempting the “Extra Credit Challenge” to use eating Jam
as a game mechanic. The term “Passage” was interpreted
as the “process of overcoming obstacles to reach a goal.” In
Food Jam the players are tasked with building a balanced
plate of food, however there are many obstacles that
the players must pass through and overcome in order to
complete this task. Much as with real world food security
and nutrition the players will have to overcome obstacles
related to income inequality, dietary and health restrictions,
and food expiration. However it is only through navigating
these obstacles that the passage to food security and
balanced nutrition is found.
Also say hello to Jimmy Jam, as he will be helping you with
your Food Jam journey!

To begin playing Food Jam you’ll need a
few things.
Two Six Sided Dice

The Included Sheet of Food and Obstacle
Cards (Its recommended that these are
printed on heavy weight paper or card stock)

A quarter cup of Jam (or Jelly)
A teaspoon sized measuring
spoon (You may want one
for each person playing)
A Tablespoon sized measuring
spoon (You may want one for
each person playing)
Start by shuffling all of the Food Cards
together in a pile, then shuffle all of the
Obstacle cards together in a pile.
Measure a quarter cup of Jam (or Jelly)
into a bowl, this will be the “Food Bank.”
Throughout Food Jam you will be asked
to consume some of the Food Bank. In the
event that Jam (or Jelly) is not available
water or another liquid can be used as a
substitute, so long as a quarter of a cup
is used.
Now decide who will go first!

Set
Up

The goal of the game is to create a balance plate
of Food. This will be achieved by drawing “Food
Cards.” Once a Food Card is drawn you will
place it face up with other Food Cards, this will
be the “Plate.” You have won once you have the
following:
4x Produce Food Cards

Card Type

Card Name
Food Card

2x Protein Food Card
Card Name
2x Grain Food Cards

1x Dairy Food Cards
However, you will encounter Obstacles along
the way that will prevent you from building a
balanced Plate.
Obstacle Cards will consume Jam from the
Food Bank, as well as force you to Dispose of
Food Cards. Once these cards have been drawn
they will have an effect, then be placed in a pile
known as “the Disposal.” Food cards may also
be placed in the Disposal from the Plate from
various Obstacle Effects.

Card Effect
Obstacle Card

It is also possible to draw Junk
food cards
which provide no balancing or benefit to the
plate, and are much harder to Dispose of.

Game
Play

During each player’s turn they will begin by
rolling the Two Six-Sided Dice.
If a 7 or greater is rolled draw a Food card
and add it to the Plate.
If a 6 or less is rolled draw an Obstacle
card and follow the effect on the card. In
some cases you may not have the required
Food card in the Plate to comply with the
Obstacle Effect. When this happens you
will ignore the unfulfillable effect and
only complete the instructions that can be
fulfilled.

7+
6-

Draw a Food Card

Draw an Obstacle Card

Once a player has rolled and drawn the
next player’s turn will begin.
The game is over when the group has
collected all of the necessary Food Cards,
when all of the Jam is Consumed from the
Food Bank, or when all of the food cards
are drawn, but the Plate does not contain
the required Food Cards.

Game
Play

Food
For
Thought

Food security and proper nutrition is an ongoing
battle in the United States. Due to the amount
of processed “Junk” foods that are more
readily available than fresh produce obesity and
malnutrition are both on the rise. It is entirely
possible for a person to be overweight and
malnourished at the same time. Impoverished
citizens are at a particular disadvantage.
However, if we work as a community to combat
this issue it can be solved. By purchasing local
products, aiding and supporting food banks and
food stamp programs, and encouraging proper
nutritional balance we can help everyone live a
better life.
Thanks for playing!
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